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Thoughtful honors convocation sees off Dreher Diversity
Dinners
challenge
student
perspectives

Eleanor Legault
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Tuesday, May 24, the
final convocation of the 20152016 academic year took place in
Memorial Chapel. “21st Century
Merchants of Doubt: Where Is
Plato When We Need Him?” was
the title of the event. The program
opened with an organ solo from
Lecturer of Music and University
organist Kathrine Hanford, after
which President Mark Burstein
recognized students who received
honors for their artistic, athletic,
academic and community service achievements. The program
provided a comprehensive list of
these winners, as well as faculty
recipients of awards. The musical
selection of the convocation featured a piece titled “No Words” by
Associate Professor of Music Mark
Urness, performed by a group
made up of Urness on electric
bass, Assistant Professor of Music

and Director of Jazz Studies José
Encarnación on saxophone and
Professor of Music Dane Richeson
on percussion.
Raymond
H.
Herzog
Professor of Science and Professor
of Biology Elizabeth Ann De Stasio
‘93 introduced John P. Dreher, the
Lee Claflin-Robert S. Ingraham
Professor of Philosophy. Dreher
joined Lawrence’s faculty in 1963,
and is a two-time recipient of the
Babcock Award “for outstanding
service to students.” Dreher’s academic interests involve environmental ethics, applied ethics and
the history of philosophy. Dreher
says that he aims “to teach ethics down here, where we live, not
pie-in-the-sky ethics.” He holds
a Ph.D. in philosophy from the
University of Chicago. De Stasio’s
introduction was focused primarily on her experience as one of
his students during her time at
Lawrence, characterizing him as
almost exclusively and “terrify-

ingly” Socratic in his ability to
teach students the true meaning
of skepticism and to really learn
how to think.
Dreher demonstrated how
corporations often manipulate the
difference between knowledge
and opinion—where knowledge
is defined as infallible awareness
and certainty known beyond any
possible doubt. Dreher stated that
there are people who will convince and manipulate the masses
to believe what they want.
Dreher asserted that there
are two types of people: autonomous selves and bonded selves.
The autonomous self is “wholly
constituted by what is under their
own skin, and experiences with
others are purely coincidental.”
The bonded self is “what we might
think of as more altruistic.”
Dreher mentioned three
characters who engage in charity
work: one of pure selfishness; one
who gets a “glow” from the work,

but does not necessarily believe
in or care about the cause; and
another who does care about the
cause, but is also happy with the
work she does for the organization. Some might argue this last
character is not altruistic because
the individual carrying out the
task is still happy with the outcome. Dreher, however, tells us
that it is not wrong to enjoy helping others.
Senior Ilan Blanck spoke of
how much he enjoyed convocation: “Dreher provided a lot to
think about; I had forgotten a lot
of the Plato stuff. I wish I could
have read ‘The Republic’ four
years later and actually maybe
understand a bit more. It made me
think about how easy it is to persuade someone in the other direction, especially when you consider
you don’t even need proof. It’s
easy to put someone or something
down, but much harder to build
something up.”

Walk raises awareness of sexual assault

AWARENESS

Kanzuda Islam
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

The fraternity Sigma Phi
Epsilon (SigEp) collaborated with
on-campus clubs Men Against
Rape and Sexual Assault (MARS)
and Gay Lesbian Or Whatever
(GLOW) last Wednesday, May 18,
to organize a sexual-awarenessfocused event that took place on
the quad. It began roughly around
5 p.m. and ended with a bystander
intervention training session in
the Kraemer Conference Room of
the Warch Campus Center at 8
p.m.
The objective of the event was
to help spread awareness about
the issue of sexual harassment
that is prevalent at Lawrence.
Students were encouraged to take
a walk around the quad and read
the fact boards that were placed
at each corner of the surrounding
area.
The fact boards read: “At LU:
12 percent of women and three
percent of men reported attempted sexual assault; that is approximately 227 students out of the
total number of students currently enrolled,” and “At LU: this year,
there have been 21 reports and 3
complaints (twice as high as last
year.)”
Between the fact boards,
club members involved with the
event had laid out pairs of shoes
that equaled the number of students that were victims of sexual
assault.
The open bystander intervention training that took place
around 7 p.m. on the same day
commenced in order to educate
Lawrence University staff and students about how to recognize situ-

Fact boards were placed around the quad. They presented statistics about sexual assault and misconduct at Lawrence.
Photo by Luke Payne

ations that are potentially dangerous to other individuals and take
action in a manner that would,
among other things, ensure the
everyone’s safety.
“This event is significant
because sexual assault is a massive issue on campuses across
the United States,” shared sophomore and economics major Lewis
Berger, who helped organize the
event. “On top of that, it is a very
real problem [at] Lawrence, and
I believe a lot of people do not
acknowledge how serious it truly
is,” Berger further shared.
When asked about the
main issue with regards to sexual assault on campus, Berger
stressed that under-reporting and
a general unawareness of what

to look out for when placed in a
situation of risk pose the greatest
problems.
“Raising awareness about
sexual assault is always needed
on all college campuses,” shared
junior and SigEp President
Mahmoud Shaar. “It is a topic
that is rarely talked about despite
affecting such a big part of our
student population.”
“We reached out to GLOW,
MARS, [Student Alliance Against
Sexual Harassment and Assault]
SAASHA and [Sexual Harassment
and Assault Resources &
Eduation] SHARE to make sure
that the voices of those that have
been working on issues like this
far before us are included,” added
Shaar.

When asked about the difficulties that were faced in putting
the event together, Shaar shared
that attracting the student population to the event was the main
obstacle the organizers faced.
“This was in part due to the
fact that the event happened late
in the term, when everyone is
busy with midterms,” Shaar concluded, “and in part due to the fact
that raising awareness about such
issues usually does not attract big
crowds because of its very serious
nature.”

Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Diversity Dinners began to
raise awareness around relevant
issues on campus. Previously, the
Diversity Center would reach out
to certain groups on campus, but
currently they are open to every
student group on campus.
Program Coordinator for the
Diversity Center Corey Torres
began and now spearheads the
dinners along with two students,
some of whom are sophomore and
Student Training & Workshops
Coordinator Yee Leng Yang, junior
and Student Program Assistant
Kendra Pankow and freshman
and Student Program Assistant
Michael Thao.
“It is important that we find
a way within our community to
bring people together to fight for
what this campus needs,” began
Torres. “One of the core initiatives the campus has been talking
about is to move toward a more
inclusive space.” Torres believes
that “creating peaceful spaces to
have courageous conversations”
is an excellent first step to make
this happen, as it creates a “ripple
effect in the community.”
“The [ultimate goal] is to
plant seeds in as many groups of
people as possible, and also to create a space for student groups to
challenge [themselves] to reflect
on the role they play in making
Lawrence a more inclusive and
welcoming environment,” continued Torres.
Luckily, Torres assures that
the dinners have been going on
without a hitch.
“When planning the dinners,
our minds have always been open
and aware of what might surface
during some of the discussions,”
said Torres. “One thing to keep
in mind is that whenever there
is a conversation around race,
you must know your role and not
take anything personal if someone outwardly says something
you disagree with. That’s a part
of growth, and what will allow
one to actively engage in what is
needed for this campus to truly
move forward.”
Torres sees Diversity Dinners
continuing to thrive on campus,
even after his departure.
“I started [these dinners],
and after I depart in June my
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Lawrence alumnus gives career advice in International House
DIVERSITY

Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Wednesday, May 18,
Lawrence International (LI) hosted Lawrence University alumnus Omer Sayeed, Ph.D., ‘87, who
is the Senior Vice President at
UnitedHealth Group, Optum.
Sayeed is on the Board of Trustees
at Lawrence University and was
a founding member of LI during
his time at Lawrence. He talked
about the history of LI and provided career advice to students.
He also invited discussion about
challenges international students
face while at Lawrence and after
Lawrence.
While at Lawrence, Sayeed
studied physics and philosophy.
He also helped draft the charter
for LI as part of a work-study
job. He recalled the early meetings of LI as consisting of a small
group of students meeting in
Downer Commons. He worked
with Charles Lauter, the Dean of
Students at the time, to help develop the organization. Sayeed noted
that Lauter was instrumental to
the international student program
at Lawrence. The Charles F. Lauter
International Prize is named in his
honor and is awarded annually to
a student for scholarship, leadership, service and support for the
international community.
After Lawrence, Sayeed went
on to graduate school earning a
masters degree in philosophy and
a Ph.D. in animal behavior and ethnology from Indiana University, as
well as a postdoctoral degree in
neuroscience from the California
Institute of Technology. He

explained that he came into a consulting career after discovering
he enjoyed learning on-the-job
and analyzing new situations. He
encouraged students to explore
all their academic interests and
appreciate the flexibility of an
education offered in the U.S.
Students talked about wanting to engage other students in
discussions about experiences
international students have
that domestic students may not.
During discussion about the experience of international students at
Lawrence, students voiced concern over the limited staffing for
international student support.
They noted how more full-time
staff might help relieve pressure
on current staff and students
through programming events and
finding other student resources.
Students also expressed
apprehension about Career
Service’s capacity to assist international students with their
unique set of challenges during
job searches. One concern international students have about job
searches is sponsorship to work in
the U.S. Director of International
Student Services Leah McSorley
explained, “International students can be authorized by the
[U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services] USCIS to work under
a special work category called
Optional Practical Training (OPT)
for 12 months after graduation,
and can receive an additional
24-month extension if they have
majored in a STEM field.”
She went on to say, “This does
not require any additional cost or
effort for the employer, because

Lawrence graduate Omer Sayeed discusses career options with international students.
Photo by Luke Payne

the students do not need [H-1B
visa] sponsorship. Therefore, this
is a difficult question for international students as they do not
need sponsorship at the time of
application but may need it in the
future.”
Discussion revolving around
job searches highlighted influences of policies and business
interests on job prospects for
international students. McSorley
said, “The current immigration
system disadvantages highly
qualified graduates that have gotten their education in the United
States, interned at U.S. companies and organizations and truly
want to make a contribution in

W RLD NEWS

UNITED STATES AND
GERMANY
German agricultural giant
Bayer has offered a takeover bid
for Monsanto. While the dollar
value of the bid is unknown,
the combined revenue of the
two companies would be $67
billion. Monsanto has said only
that its board would review
the proposal.

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman

JAPAN
An American Marine has been
arrested and has confessed to
raping and killing a 20-year-old
Japanese girl who went missing in
late April. This crime is the latest
in the long series of criminal activities committed by U.S. soldiers
since American bases opened in
Japan seventy years ago. News of
the marine’s arrest was accompanied by protests across Japan.

GERMANY
Adidas is planning to bring
its shoe manufacturing business back to Germany after a
20-year hiatus, but will employ
very few workers due to high
levels of automation.

ADVERTISE

EXPOSURE
Reach a broader
audience by submitting
your ads to
The Lawrentian.

SOUTHERN AND EASTERN
AFRICA
El Niño has triggered major
droughts this year that
threaten the food sources of
up to fifty million Africans.
The weather pattern has
continued
longer
than
expected forcing the nations
of Malawi, Mozambique,
Lesotho, Zimbabwe, Namibia,
Madagascar, Angola and
Swaziland to declare national
emergencies or disasters.

U.S. companies. In a lot of cases,
U.S. employers do want to hire
international students, but are
prevented from doing so because
of the limitations of OPT and H-1B
work authorizations.”
She went on to note that
“about 25-30 percent of international students decide to take
advantage of the OPT option each
year and the vast majority are
able to find an interesting opportunity that give them great experience to bring back to their home
country or to transition to a work
visa H-1B.”
Sayeed offered some advice
to students to help with promoting
their marketable skills and experi-

Diversity

continued from page 1
hope is that [they] will continue
to grow. In the near future, I foresee this becoming something that
the university implements, as a
means to raise the level of urgency
around social issues on campus,
and designate a space for groups
to come together as a community,”

ences in a competitive job search.
He emphasized that applicants
either feature a problem they have
solved or an accomplishment they
worked towards. McSorley said,
“Hearing from alumni is invaluable and their advice is transferrable to the workplace in the U.S.
and other countries as well. It’s
nice for students to meet and
learn from a very successful alumnus who navigated the transition
between international student at
Lawrence to living and working in
the United States.”

concluded Torres.
Besides the dinners, the
Diversity Center will be hosting
an end-of-the-year party. The
Diversity Center Spring Mixer will
be on June 5 from 2 p.m. until 5
p.m. in the Diversity Center. There
will be performances by current
Lawrence students and live music
performed by Lawrence alumni.

CUBA
The Cuban government has
announced that it will legalize
small and medium sized business.
Currently, private citizens are able
to engage in commerce as individuals, but every type of larger-scale
operation is government run.

To advertise in
The Lawrentian,
contact
lawrentian
@lawrence.edu

Shoes placed on the quad symbolize the number of victims of sexual assault.
Photo by Hitkarsh Chanana
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…And All That Jazz
“Spainish Snafus”

Leigh Kronsnoble
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

Once upon a time there lived
a young woman who found herself
traveling about and intended to take
a bus to the airport to begin an
adventure. Despite having previously only traveled by train, she felt she
had a pretty good idea of where this
bus stop was located and was sure
to plan ahead, leaving with plenty
of time to spare. As she followed the
map, however, she realized that the
bright red flag that perfectly illuminated the map on her smartphone
and located the bus stop with perfect
latitudinal accuracy happened to be
right in the middle of a walled-in
fortress in the middle of the city.
In all of her preparations to
travel, this now awestruck traveler
had somehow failed to take into
account centuries-old fortresses built
to keep everyone out. Trip Advisor
had made no such recommendation! Nonetheless, the entrance was
marked, as was her determination
for a timely arrival to this evermore-mystical bus stop. Following
other travelers with suitcases in tow,
this young woman soon became the
only person in all the droves of travelers singled out to be stopped by
the security guard—although what
he was securing in the great beyond
remained a mystery.
Upon asking her what nerve
she had to be within this great city
wall, the baffled woman could hardly suppress her reply: “What am I
doing? I’m sorry, but what does it
look like I’m doing? Going for a
picnic? A nice leisurely stroll with
a bursting backpack and a helpless
look?”
Having none of it, the gruff
guard maintained that this young
woman couldn’t proceed past this
“private” property—never mind the
hoard of previous tourists that had
gotten through without a hitch—
and she was instructed to walk
around the wall’s perimeter. Silently
questioning her decision to wear her
American university t-shirt amongst
the elegant dark colors of all who
had gotten past, she assured the
incorrigible man that yes, of course,
by all means, circumnavigating a
giant fortress many meters long was
already on her list of things to do
today, no problem at all.
Sweating profusely, cursing
silently and struggling all too obviously, a complete investigation of

the sweeping barriers of this oncecitadel caused the resigned young
woman to miss the ever-evasive airport bus. Due to this rather unsuccessful detour, she instead found
herself sprinting to the train station
in all manner of disarray in order to
avoid also missing her flight. Once
there, the Monday morning rush
hour of rolling suitcases and the
clicking heels of young professionals
meant she was in tough competition
for a ticket, her limited knowledge of
the language not sufficient to convey
her sense of desperation accurately.
In fact, she wasn’t able to buy
a ticket for the train to the airport
at all, only managing to secure one
that arrived much too late. This led
to a rush of courage and a decision
to hop aboard a train she wasn’t
ticketed for in order to make her
flight, all the while pretending that
not sitting down and staying by the
car door was due to a sudden and
profound interest in quick access to
the water closet. After the train came
to a halt and she ran, skipped and
jumped through the airport security
line, there was barely a moment to

See page 9

“Punk isn’t in the hair, it’s in the heart.”
Madeira Seaman
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

When I was in middle school,
I owned a pair of black and white
platform Mary-Janes that I got from
a punk shop online, a jean jacket
that I covered with buttons from
Hot Topic, a pair of fingerless gloves
with red plaid patches on them and
chunky blonde highlights. I was
punk. I was the punk-est kid in the
whole school. I never wore matching
socks because I was quirky and I had
a pair of Converse with skulls on
them. Also my hair was short. Take
that, other girls.
Then came picture day, which
was the best opportunity I had to
prove myself. While all the preps
and jocks were primping and preening before their photo, I was ready.
I proudly walked across campus
to the gym where the photos were
being taken. Platform Mary-Janes.
Jean jacket. Spiked bracelets—which
were technically against the rules,
but I was punk rock and that means
RULES DON’T MATTER. Black lipstick—which I still have with me
to this day. Then to top it off, that
morning I asked my dad to style my
hair in a mohawk.
My dad told me that he was
pretty punk in his younger days

and he said that egg whites and
sugar were the ultimate hair product. Whip it into a meringue and
once it’s in your hair, blow dry it to
keep it stiff.
I remember walking out of
my mom’s car that morning feeling absolutely invincible. I was the
coolest kid in the world and so punk
rock. I sauntered into the gym with
a perfect scowl on my face, and you
could see the photographer’s face
fall. I was everything that a parent
feared their child would become.
I sat in the stool, still scowling.
The fake backdrop was bright and
flowery and I was doom and gloom.
The woman said to smile and I said
nothing. She waited a moment and I
didn’t move so she took the picture.

My parents were good enough
to let me experiment in fashion,
but had they known it was picture
day, there was no way they would
approve. So I made sure that they
didn’t know.
I had won. They didn’t know
until the pictures came back. I successfully tricked my parents into
letting me look like a punk for picture day. That was a huge accomplishment for me. I can’t imagine a
moment that I felt more triumphant
than when I walked away from the
gym, stumbling over platform shoes
a size too big, and hair tall and stiff.
Fast forward seven years and I
still maintain something of a punk

See page 9

Uncaged

…is a serial comic created as a collaboration between the Creative Writing Club and the ilLUstrator Comics Club. This week’s
installment was written by members of the Creative Writing
Club and drawn by Willa Johnson.
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Fall sports training for next year BLU Crew Awards

Wesley Hetcher
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

The competition season for
a lot of sports can feel like quite
a grind. Most varsity athletic
sports at Lawrence compete in
between 10 and 35 games each
year. Because of how extensive
the season can be, and due to the
academic rigor all students face,
the offseasons are generally disregarded.
However, it can never be
understated the amount of work
that all student-athletes put into
perfecting their individual crafts.
Whether it be practicing technique, strategy or improving general athleticism and strength, student-athletes at Lawrence work
hard.
Junior Jake Lueck, of the football team, stated, “We want everyone to come into spring ball in the
shape they’d be for the start of
the actual season. [That] doesn’t
always happen, but it’s our general goal.” He went on to elaborate
about the work ethic of many of
the players.
Because it is the offseason,
it can become difficult for many
to balance all the responsibilities, and the sport will regularly
slide down on the list of priori-

ties, understandably so. Work,
academics, personal lives and
many other factors, while already
important, become much more of
a concern when you are no longer
practicing daily.
A lot of the troubles a team
might go through in the season
also show up during offseason
practices. Sometimes, though,
unexpected situations occur.
Lueck mentioned specifically
the turnover on position-specific
players, and the level of preparation of the team. “We have a lot
of returning starters, and that’s
going to help a lot. [Unfortunately]
we don’t really have an offensive
line. We couldn’t really field a
team right not, but everywhere
else, we haven’t lost a step.”
Spring football practices this
year have included a majority, by a
long shot, of passing concepts. The
lack of an offensive line combined
with a limited running back corps
has created the perfect conditions
for development of the passing
game on both offense and defense.
This does not have to be detrimental to the team, and helps
bring to light a larger purpose
of the practices. “Spring ball, for
one thing, gets you excited for
what’s going to come, but also
you have time to reconnect as a

team,” Lueck said. He continued to
emphasize the effect that getting
back on the turf has for the team,
and expressed pure gratitude for
the opportunity to once again represent Lawrence.
When it comes to the offseason, there is not a single person working harder for Lawrence
University than Strength and
Conditioning (S&C) Coach Dustin
Winnekins. There will be a new
S&C Coach hired in the fall, meaning that this is “Coach Big D’s”
last term helping out the Vikings.
Every sport has had the opportunity to benefit from his instruction, and has seen vast improvement from it. Lueck stated, “Big D
has been with us all along the way,
and he’s transformed our class.
[All of the football players’] body
types have transformed from
where we were as freshmen, and
that’s in part because of Coach D.”
The offseason can be a long
and grueling process, and a lot
of behind-the-scenes work takes
place. The academic grind of
Spring Term is offset slightly by
the opportunity to practice once
again, and all teams are trying to
make the most of it.

win it. The Raptors came into the
playoffs as the two-seed in the
Eastern Conference, and everything looked to be according to
most predictions through the
first two games of the Eastern
Conference Finals. The Raptors
dropped the first two games in
blowouts. Kyle Lowry looked
lost and it seemed that no matter what they did, they were not
going to stop the Cavaliers. Many
were already talking about the
Cavaliers in the finals and some
were even debating whether or
not the Cavaliers would lose a
game. In Game Three, however,
the Raptors were able to put the
brakes on the Cavaliers’ offense,
holding them to only 84 points.
The real surprise came in game
four, however, when the Raptors
again held the Cavaliers to under
100 points and tied up the series.
Now the Cavaliers are looking at a
must win Game Five at home, and
the Raptors do not look like they
will go down easily.
Meanwhile, the Thunder
has taken the league by storm
throughout the playoffs. When

they met the Spurs in Game One
of the Western Semi-finals, they
were so easily dominated that several writers were already guessing which team Kevin Durant
would leave them for. But Russell
Westbrook and Kevin Durant
refused to go down, winning the
next two games and ultimately
winning the series 4-2. They surprised the league again when
they won Game One against the
Warriors in Oakland. While the
Warriors came back and took the
second game, the Thunder have
now won two in a row in dominating fashion with scores of 133-105
and 118-94. While Westbrook and
Durant have always played with
intensity, they definitely seem to
have a chip on their shoulder for
being overlooked by the rest of
the league.
Both Conference Finals series
are up for grabs and the best
regular season team in NBA history are facing elimination, once
again reminding us to never make
assumptions in the NBA playoffs.

Raptors, Thunder playing spoiler
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_____________________________________

For months, NBA analysts
and fans alike had been preparing
themselves for a thrilling postseason. The Western Conference
Finals between the Spurs and the
Warriors is expected to go down
as an all-time great. After commentators spent hours on TV analyzing the matchup and looking
ahead at a finals series that would
be a finals rematch for Lebron
James with either team. The only
problem is that somebody forgot
to send the memo to the Toronto
Raptors and the Oklahoma City
Thunder. As of the writing of this
article, the Raptors have won
two games in a row against the
Cavaliers to tie that series at 2-2;
the Warriors are on the brink of
elimination, trailing the Thunder
3-1, and have lost two games in a
row for the first time all season.
While it is not a surprise that
the Raptors are in the Eastern
Conference Finals, the fact that
this is a close series and one that
now looks like the Raptors can

Sports in photos

Lawrence baseball played St. Norbert on May 2.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

Tina Schrage
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Last Friday night marked
the beginning of a new tradition
to be held out for many more
years for the athletic community
at Lawrence University: the BLU
Crew Awards. The idea for this
event had been suggested last
year, but was unable to be held, so
the committee has had this event
in the makings for a little over
a year. Athletes from each varsity sport gathered together for a
night full of memories, laughter,
short clips of music, pictures and
awards. The event was planned
by Head Womens Basketball
Coach Ashley Wellman, sponsored
by the Student-Athlete Advisory
Committee (SAAC) with the two
hosts of the evening, the co-chairs
of SAAC, junior Jackson Straughan,
football, and senior Tierney Duffy,
softball.
Nominees were nominated by their teammates for several different categories, such
as Breakthrough Athlete of the
Year, Best Individual Performance,
Rookie of the Year and Athlete of
the Year. Teams could also nominate certain matches, games or
races of the year in categories such
as Upset of the Year, Comeback of
the Year and Best Victory of the
Year. There were also some special categories that were thrown
into the mix handed out by Jami
Rogers, the head athletic trainer,
and Coach D, the weightlifting
trainer. These awards were the
Athletic Training Award and Best
Rehab and the Iron Viking Award,
respectively. There was even a
specific award designated for the
coaches that were nominated by
the athletes.
Each award was presented
by members of SAAC, coaches or

faculty. The night started off with
a comedic video that highlighted
a competition between the two
co-chairs of SAAC. It was a funny
outtake to see who was the better
athlete between the two, which
meant switching sports. Duffy
participated in three different
football trainings, while Straughan
attempted to hit a softball. After
each athlete admitted that the
others’ sport was pretty difficult,
the awards ceremony started.
Few awards were given out
to teams and individuals based
on GPA and volunteer hours, the
Give Back Award. One award was
given out to a single team that
went to the most home sporting events, besides their own, this
year, which was the Viking Pride
Award. The final award given out
was the All-Viking Team award,
which is where five men and five
women were selected and given
the award.
Throughout the night, stories
were told through words or videos, teammates were praised by
award winners and senior athletes left the underclassmen with
words of wisdom that would only
help them along the way with
their futures. During this ceremony, the athletes also bid farewell to
Strength and Conditioning Coach
Dustin Winnekins, while thanking
him and wishing him luck further down the road. Winnekins
received a Viking helmet as a
gift and as an award of his own
to remember his time spent at
Lawrence. “It has been an honor
and privilege to work with all of
you,” he commented, holding his
Viking helmet close to him before
reminding everyone that “I will be
there at the games…Screaming.”

Make baseball fun again
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_________________________

Bryce Harper is on a mission. Of course, the reigning
National League MVP heads a
surging Washington Nationals
team that will look to go deep into
the playoffs come October. But
Harper has his sights set on something perhaps even greater than
the Nationals’ first World Series
appearance. His mission? Make
baseball fun again.
It is kind of a big problem.
Baseball, deemed America’s
national pastime, seems to be
decreasing in popularity, especially in the younger generations.
While people gather for Super
Bowl parties for teams that most
do not really care about, or are
watching high-flying basketball
players light up the highlight reel,
baseball seems to slide quietly
by. There is good reason for that.
Baseball, especially compared to
sports like football and basketball,
is a much slower paced game with
less moments of excitement. To a
non-fan, baseball is boring.
Harper is here to change that.
After the Nationals’ season opening win, a game in which Harper
also had his first homer of the
year, the MVP donned a white
ball cap that read “Make Baseball
Fun Again.” Apart from the obvious tribute to the campaign of
He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named-InA-Liberal-Arts-Newspaper, the
slogan sums up the new generation of ballplayers who are tak-

ing the MLB by storm, a new
generation that is, for lack of a
better word, fun. With the stars
of yesteryear in the twilight of
their MLB careers, superstars
like Harper and Mike Trout are
heading the new class of players
deemed best in the league.
Here’s the thing: both former MVPs, Harper is 23 years
old while Trout sits at a relatively
ancient 24 years of age. They are
young, they are talented, but most
importantly, they are having fun.
While those two have been recognized as the best players in the
game, more youngsters are hot
on their heels. Guys like Mookie
Betts, Corey Seager, Manny
Machado, Francisco Lindor, Trevor
Story, Noah Syndergaard and Kris
Bryant are breathing fresh life
into the antiquated sport that is
baseball.
Their fun is contagious. No
longer must fans suffer through
watching old, steroid-enraged
ballplayers who are past their
prime. Instead, we have these
young players who are transforming the game with their flashy
plays in the field, quick base-running and overall joy to be playing
on the big stage. Slowly but surely,
these youths are connecting to the
younger generations of baseball
fans who are now eager to see
their peers step up to the plate.
While the World Series may never
draw the same popularity as the
Super Bowl, baseball is resurging in popularity. All of a sudden,
baseball is becoming fun again.
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Athlete of the Week
by Arianna Cohen

Bjorn Gowdy-Jaehnig—Track
STANDINGS

This week I sat down with senior Bjorn Gowdy-Jaehnig. After four
years on the Men’s Tack & Field team as a sprinter, Gowdy-Jaehnig
looks back fondly of his time at Lawrence, as well as looks forward to
a great future beyond Lawrence.

MEN’S TENNIS

Arianna Cohen: Congrats on finishing a successful senior season!
What has been the major contributor to your success these past
four years?

TEAM
Grinnell
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Lawrence
Cornell
St. Norbert
Carroll
Knox
Illinois
Ripon

Bjorn Gowdy-Jaehnig: Thank you very much. The last four years I
think the biggest thing for me has been having the teammates that
I’ve had [and] the seniors that I’ve been running with. They’ve really
kept me on the team and really kept me motivated to go to practice
and practice hard every day. I always had them there during workouts, during breaks, they have been really motivating. They’ve really
kept me here.
AC: What goes through your mind when you think of this being your
final season as a Viking?

BGJ: It’s kind of a mixed feeling. On the one hand, I’m never going
to be on a track team and even going to track meets and running in
the same way weather or not I continue running in the future. At the
same time, I have definitely struggled these past four years, especially struggled with injury and to finally be able to take a full break
as long as I need to recover myself mentally and especially physically before going into whatever I have in the future is definitely a
wonderful feeling. But I don’t think it’s quite hit me yet that I won’t
be going to practice in a couple of weeks.

AC: Do you have any advice for incoming freshman looking to run
sprints in college?
BGJ: Make it fun. If running isn’t fun, it becomes very hard to motivate yourself term after term. [Some runners] have cross country in
the fall, but sprinters still are a three-term sport. In order to go to

Photo by Emei Thompson

practice every day for three terms in a row for four years you have
to love it, make every practice fun and make that a huge focus of it.
AC: If there is one final thing you could say to your teammates before
graduation, what would it be?

BGJ: Thank you for all the influence you’ve had for me at Lawrence.
It’s definitely been the largest contributor to why I’ve loved my four
years at Lawrence. It’s been great with all of my teammates through
all four years.

Winner

Breakthrough Athlete of the year

Jake Gostisha

Male Rookie of the year

Josh Janusiak

Female Rookie of the year
Biggest upset of the year
Best individual performance

Arianna Neumeyer
Baseball v. St. Norbert 4/24/2016

Softball

Team GPA award

Women’s cross country (3.62)

Comeback of the year
Athletic training student worker
Best rehab athlete
Iron Vikings (Women)
Iron Vikings (Men)
Viking for life
Best win
Coach of the year
Viking award
Female athlete of the year
Male athlete of the year
Viking pride competition

OVR
27-14
20-17
11-24
17-19
11-25
30-8
22-16
18-17
12-22
15-21

SOFTBALL
TEAM
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Carroll
Cornell
Illinois
Lawrence
Grinnell
Beloit
St. Norbert
Ripon
Knox

MWC
18-2
16-4
14-6
13-7
13-7
11-8-1
7-12
6-13
5-15
4-15-1
1-19

OVR
30-14
28-12
24-15
20-16
21-17
18-14-2
16-19
10-26
6-30
4-31-1
1-33

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
May 25, 2016

Jamie Nikitas

Give back award

Most outstanding play

North
MWC
10-6
10-6
9-7
6-10
5-11
South
Grinnell
14-2
Cornell
12-4
Monmouth
7-9
Knox
5-11
Illinois
2-14
TEAM
Beloit
St. Norbert
Ripon
Carroll
Lawrence

BLU Crew Award Winners
Award

OVR
30-6
16-8
10-10
12-10
13-11
7-8
7-12
2-20
2-17
1-18

BASEBALL

AC: How do you mentally prepare for a meet?

BGJ: It definitely starts for me being very introspective, looking
inside of myself and focusing on that. I know a lot of people go
outside and think about the team and pay attention outside of
themselves, but for me I just go by myself and figure out where I
am mentally and then get where I need to be mentally. That starts
the night before, I’m usually either by myself watching something
on Netflix or doing homework. Even in the morning I get on the bus
and I talk [and] joke less than other people because I’m very quiet
and focusing on that.

MWC
9-0
8-1
7-2
6-3
4-5
4-5
4-5
2-7
1-8
0-9

All-Vikings
Team

Hayley Cardinal
Adam Busch v. Cornell
Anne Leung

Men

Ryan Butterfield

Ryan Butterfield

Renato Engler

Eva Tourangeau, Cyra Bammer

Josh Janusiak

Felix Henriksson, Jake Gostisha
Dustin Winnekens
Women’s cross country at Concordia
Steve Francour
Tierney Duffy
Hayley Cardinal
Jamie Nikitas
Women’s Basketball

Jamie Nikitas
David Jumes

Women
Clare Bruning

Hayley Cardinal
Tierney Duffy
Sydney Nelson
Andrea Wilkinson
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An Interview with the 2016 Commencement Speaker
Lan Samantha Chang, American writer
of fiction and short stories, is scheduled to
speak at this year’s convocation. Chang is
both the Director of Iowa Writers’ Workshop
and a Professor of English at the University
of Iowa. She has received degrees from the
University of Iowa, Harvard University and
Yale University. This interview was conducted by senior Amaan Khan and Associate
Director and Manager of Media Relations
Rick Peterson.
Tell me what it was like growing up
in Appleton.
I grew up in a very close-knit immigrant
family. I think we were in some ways deeply
involved in the community because all of us
were in public school. And in other ways we
were somewhat a part of the community
because we were such a close family and
we were culturally different. I went to […]
Einstein Junior High and Appleton West High
School, and all the way I had several teachers
who encouraged me as a writer and as a person, and in that way I think I was quite lucky
growing up in Appleton.
Are you nervous, excited [about your
first commencement speech]?
I’m very excited. Receiving an honorary
degree from Lawrence means a great deal to
me. In part because when I was growing up,
Lawrence was the center of intellectual life
in Appleton, and also because it is a greatly
respected university, and also because my
parents both respected the university and
they both were involved with the community.
My father was an associate professor of engineering at the Institute of Paper Chemistry,
which used to be affiliated with Lawrence.
My mother has a bachelor’s degree [in piano
pedagogy] from the Conservatory, and she
earned that bachelor’s degree after I started
school. It was her second bachelor’s, and I
have vivid memories of being at the conservatory during her recitals and meeting her
professors.
You mention a little bit about how
you were considering taking more science courses but then you didn’t really
like it. So how was that experimental
stage at Yale and how were your feelings
with regards to changing courses?
Sure. Well, my parents are immigrants
and they very much wanted me to pursue
a medical degree and in order to do that, I
would have had to take science classes as an
undergraduate. And when I applied to Yale, I
wrote in my application that I wanted to be
a dermatologist mostly because it’s the only
kind of doctor I had ever been to […] I started taking science classes and just instantly
realized that given a choice, I did not want

to pursue that path. It was very stressful
because I was also at the time unwilling to,—
or too chicken—talk to my parents about the
decision, and it was, you know, a year or two
before I was able to tell them I didn’t want
to be a doctor and I had to come up with a
backup plan. So I told them I wanted to be a
lawyer. But when I graduated from college,
and I got accepted to law school, I had to
come face-to-face with the fact that I actually
didn’t want to go. I deferred for a year and
at that point, when I was out of college that
I understood that I really would never want
to be in law school. And I think that was terrifying for my parents […] Ultimately I went
to the [Kennedy School of Government] at
Harvard for two years and got a master’s
in public administration there. But when
I was there, I realized that I didn’t want to
pursue that direction either. It was really just
a question of coming to face the fact that I
had never wanted to do anything else except
write fictions and that it would be pointless
to try to keep trying to do other things. So I
gave up and I applied to the Iowa’s Writer
Workshop and then I came here. Ever since
then, my life’s been a lot easier in some ways.
I don’t think I’ve ever circled as much as I did
after college when I understood that I would
have to disappoint my parents and pursue an
uncertain life.
What are your thoughts on the liberal arts experience and education at Yale?
I’m an enormous proponent of the liberal arts education. It seems to me that it
would be strongest if as many people as
possible were given the time to read widely,
think broadly and try to understand the
human experience before they went out into
the world. I just think that the liberal arts
education always has benefits to any person,
regardless of what they eventually do to
make a living.
How did you get into writing then?
Were you writing on the side when you
were at Yale and Harvard?
I began writing when I was in Appleton,
especially because I was able to study
with the graduates of the Iowa Writer’s
Workshop when I was at Einstein. There
was a young poet who graduated from the
Workshop, Monroe Lerner, [who] now lives
in Milwaukee. He had a grant from the school
system to work with kids on their creative
writing for a year. Mrs. Sue Tatschke [a junior
high teacher] thought that it might be helpful for me to meet with him and work on my
writing […] So every week for a year when
I was in eighth grade, I got to meet with
Monroe Lerner and talk about reading and
writing. It was a phenomenal experience

Margaret Norby

miscegenation arose and Muslims and Jews
began to be targeted for their faith—being
sold into slavery and expelled from the land.
In the year 1480, King Ferdinand and Queen
Isabella of Spain conquered Granada, one of
the only remaining cities under Islamic control. Though the Muslims here were promised certain rights under a treaty, these
freedoms were not carried through. In 1492,
8,000 Jews fled Spain because they would
not convert to Christianity.
The same path of destruction ensued
from 1517-1520 when Columbus and other
Spaniards encountered the Aztec population
of Mexico. The Aztec civilization—which was
bright, civilized and dominant—was undermined by the Spaniards and their allies, and
collapsed and was lost as a result.
Ruiz's message for the audience was
that great things may happen in history,
but they are often founded on the demise of
other people. This is true of the Muslims and
Jews of the Iberian Peninsula, and the Aztecs
of Mexico. He urged the audience to be thorough in their research and to recognize that
advancement for one is often destruction for
another. As students and researchers, it is
our responsibility to history to internalize
this truth.

for me.
It was probably the most important
writing experience I had until after college because he took me seriously and he
introduced to me a lot of good books. He
got me thinking about writing, and he was
an actual writer who I could talk to. I think
that pretty much set me going in the slide
although I didn’t understand at the time
[…] after my eighth grade he moved on and
I didn’t actually connect with him again for
a really long time until when I was in my
late twenties and came to the workshop. I
was 26. I was wandering to the library here
where they had everybody’s theses to be
checked out and I found his thesis. He put
the idea of going to Iowa in my head when
I was in eighth grade in junior high school.
I came back around to it, found his thesis
and I wrote him a letter. I since actually
encountered him again because he came to a
reading that I gave in Milwaukee maybe five
or six years ago. But when I think about my
writing, you know, the development of my
writing life, I have vivid memories of being
in eighth grade, being in Einstein, in public
school, completely curious and fascinated by
the written words. And luckily I had a teacher who recognized that and found someone
to help me. And then other vivid memories
that I have about writing are about of course
studying literature in high school. I think
after that I went into kind of a dark phase
where I thought that what I should be doing
was preparing myself for a professional life.
And I didn’t come out of that phase until
my mid-twenties, and it is very hard. So for
me, I think the study of writing has been
acquainted with personal freedom and freedom of expression and fulfillment. So I feel
very lucky that I was able to practice writing.
The seeds for writing were planted
quite early in your life, obviously, eighth
grade. What inspires you or influences
your writing today?
I should say that I wanted to be a writer
since I was four, so it’s not just that but
yeah. I’m deeply influenced by what I’m
reading and by what I’m experiencing in my
life. So I think that becoming a parent has

been very influential for me. I had a child,
she’s now eight-and-a-half. She was born
in Iowa City. I should say that after I went
to college, I traveled around a great deal. I
lived in New York for two years, then I was
in Massachusetts then I was in Iowa then in
California, then back in Iowa, then in New
Jersey, then in Massachusetts, then Iowa,
then Massachusetts, and then I came back
to Iowa. What happened was coming to have
a child brought me back in memory to the
childhood that I experienced here in the
Midwest, and I become entangled in a couple
of projects that are about the Midwest and
also about Asian Americans. I think it’s just
the fact that my most vivid memories from
childhood are arriving out of basic everyday
things like my child’s violin lessons.
I’m also completely fascinated by what
I read, so I would say that one of the writers
who have made the most impact on me in
the last several years or so is […], I’ve been
reading tons of it.
Who do you consider among your
favorite authors?
You know, this is always such a hard
questions for writers to answer. […] Reading
has always been a very private thing for me.
It’s maybe premature but have you
given thoughts already to the message
you would like to deliver to Lawrence
graduates?
I’m thinking about it a lot but I don’t
want to come out and say what it is yet. I’ve
been reading other people’s graduate commencement speeches and I’m aware that
people seem to remember what their commencement speaker talks about years later.
Despite all of the exciting activities throughout graduation, people do actually listen to
the commencement speech. So I’m putting a
lot of thoughts into it.
Is there a project in progress right
now that you’re working on?
I’m not discussing it. I don’t talk about
it, it’s bad luck, trust me.

Photo Featu
Spring Dance S

Photos by Hitkarsh Chan

America’s Alternative History
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

On May 18, Teofilo Ruiz, Professor of
History at the University of California, Los
Angeles, took the Wriston Auditorium stage
to present a lecture entitled "1492: The
History of the Vanquished." As we all know,
1492 was the year Christopher Columbus
sailed to the Americas and spread the news
that he had "discovered" something great.
Ruiz, however, told the story from a different perspective—the perspective of the
vanquished. To be more exact, Ruiz told
the stories of the Aztec, Muslim and Jewish
people of Spain and Mexico and what these
people suffered as a result of the "finding" of
the Americas.
Ruiz began with the Muslims of the
Iberian Peninsula, who crossed the Gibraltar
Strait in 711 C.E. to conquer the empire of
present-day Spain. They lived in relative
harmony with the surrounding populations,
and the Jewish people who inhabited the
same area flourished under Islamic rule.
This peace was disturbed when the Muslim
kingdoms crumbled and Christian armies
defeated them. Both sides had violently pursued attacks on the other, and this situation
would only inflate as time went on. At this
point, around 1212 C.E., there was a question
of who would control the peninsula. A fear of

Mingyuan Li, Hailie Nguyen, Kangbok Lee, Kathy Yan and Cassandra Li perform.

Lawrence University Dance Team exe
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Evolution of The Rabbit Galler y
Mina Seo
Staff Writer

_________________________________________________

On May 13 from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., The
Rabbit Gallery invited a variety of student
artists and audience members to the exhibit’s opening. Located at 215 E. College Ave.,
the gallery gives an opportunity to both
student and local artists to exhibit and sell
their own works and develop a close relationship between Lawrence University and
the Appleton community.
The theme of The Rabbit Gallery this
year is “Reconstructing/Deconstructing
Identity.” Many exhibitions in the gallery
spotlight the idea of identity by modernizing
the exhibiting methods and offering various
art mediums, such as paintings, films, sculptures and printmaking. Students at the event
provided food and live music for the viewers,
and held other events including a book event
and dance performance.
“It’s not an art-specific, but an interdisciplinary project,” said junior Holly Butterfield,
Head of Installation for the gallery. The
Rabbit Gallery evolved out of the Innovation
and Entrepreneurship (I&E) interdisciplinary area, appealing to a diverse group of
people with different backgrounds and interests. Since the process of preparing this art
gallery requires curating art exhibitions, balancing the budget, working with real estate
agents and physically installing the works,
The Rabbit Gallery remains applicable to
many different jobs. The project draws active
participation from not only studio arts major
students, but students majoring in economics, art history, and government.
The Rabbit Gallery has remained a combined project of both classwork and voluntary participation since its founding in 2010,
attracting many students and outside visitors as well. Coordinator of the Innovation
and Entrepreneurship Program and Lecturer
of Economics Gary Vaughan oversees the
overall project and administers the personal
financing for the gallery. Initially conceived
as an idea by one student, The Rabbit Gallery
has expanded its size and the diversity of
artwork, even developing a partnership with

ure:
Show
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Freshman Tessa Singer stands out in her group routine.

ecutes their performance.

Artwork by students and local artists is exhibited at the Rabbit Gallery.
Photo by Hitkarsh Chanana

non-profit organization NAMI Fox Valley in
2014 and helping to change the perception
of mental illness. Following the consecutive
successful years, this sixth Rabbit Gallery
today welcomes a variety of art media from
both student and community artists and
features an array of captivating events such
as “Identity in the Arts”, a panel discussion,
dance performance, creative nonfiction class
and poetry reading.
Directors and members of the project
have been preparing for this event for six
months, from interviewing potential artists
and coordinating details of the plan to making the application. This time-consuming

work of preparation eventually offered an
inspiring experience for all participants.
“The entire process of renovating this ugly,
dirty bar into a gallery space happened in
seven days, including all the works of painting the walls, hanging the artwork and cleaning the gallery. The best thing about this
hard work is experiencing the change that
happened so rapidly because many Rabbit
members, volunteers and other people have
endeavored to renovate this place together,”
said Butterfield. Senior Aleisha Barton, the
current Assistance Director and Marketing
for the Rabbit Gallery, also added, “It was
such a cool feeling to see the biggest open-

ing this year because I started this project
my freshman year. As the project gradually
improves every year, I see that this event
actually impacts this community and makes
a difference by creating a space for outlet
that we don’t have in Lawrence.”
Until June 5, The Rabbit Gallery will
be open from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Wednesday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturdays
and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sundays. This “popup” gallery is free for everyone and welcomes anyone to view the art.

with Coordinator of the Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Program and Lecturer of
Economics Gary Vaughan. The contestants
were divided into groups of two to
On Saturday May 21 from 8 a.m. to
noon, three people as well as individual
participants spoke. “We had six pitches this
year, with a total of nine contestants and a
wide range of ideas. Some of the ideas have
been worked on for two years while others
have been done within 45 hours,” Martin
explained.
The projects varied in diversity and
target. Some ideas presented were a protein
ice cream concoction, a mechanical star that
sat in aquariums and stirred up nutrients in
the sand and different apps that function to
collaborate between different groups such as
music artists and people looking for something fun to do.
This year the judging criteria included
quality of presentation, viability and feasibility, originality and creativity, innovation
and budget and timeline. Contestants had to
prove that the idea could succeed based on
the proposed model and explain where they
were at in their vision and what they needed
to implement to make the product a reality.
“This year all the seed money went out and
to see the judges using their whole pool of
money was very exciting” exclaimed Martin.
This year Choy is involved in outreach,
recruiting and guiding the participants
through what to expect and what they will
be judged on. Her first pitch was based on a
model of an incubator or a workspace. Choy
said, “LUCIE is focused on brainstorming
ways to solve problems around campus as
well as promote leadership.” Choy believed
LaunchLU was great for pitching and networking in general. She said, “I think a lot
of emphasis lately has been about finding
connections in the community and bridging

that gap, and LaunchLU is a really good way
to do that.”
Martin is an economics major and
has been involved with the Innovation &
Entrepreneurship Program for three years.
However, the club itself had not started until
earlier this year. “For the past two years, I
have been working on LaunchLU very closely with Chelsey [Choy] and Professor Gary
Vaughan to do everything necessary—from
contacting the judges, to gathering material,
and over all organization,” he said. Martin
was introduced to LaunchLU doing a pitch
three years ago, but did not participate as a
contestant this year because he said, “I was
the film guy this year.”
Sfairopoulos said his favorite part of the
event was “the closing ceremony where the
judges explained to the general audience the
values of pursuing innovation and entrepreneurship and how creativity was used in the
ideas and how the contestants could further
develop their ideas.” After the event, the
judges and emcees spent some time talking
with the contestants about their pitches and
future ideas. Martin believed Lawrentians
should be aware of LaunchLU because, “business is kind of a dirty word around here. The
truth is, at the heart of the business world
is innovation and entrepreneurial tactics,
and that itself fits so well in the liberal arts
of coming up with new ideas and creative
construction. Events like this are special
and highlight the opportunities offered at
Lawrence.”
It does not matter whether you are a
physics, economics or arts major to have
the mind of an innovator and entrepreneur.
With an event like LaunchLU, your ideas
can be heard and you have the chance to be
rewarded for your hard work.

Pitching contest returns to LU
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

_______________________________

LaunchLU took place in the Wriston Art
Center auditorium. The event was a chance
for students to pitch their ideas to a panel
of entrepreneurs for advice and the chance
to win prize seed money of up to $30,000.
The Lawrence University Club of Innovation
& Entrepreneurship (LUCIE) organized the
event as part of their effort to promote creativity and entrepreneurship on campus.
This is the third year LaunchLU has been a
chance for budding innovators and entrepreneurs to pitch their ideas and have their
voices heard.
Freshman Savvas Sfairopoulos, who is
involved with LUCIE, was the emcee at the
event. His role was introducing the judges,
speakers and presenters in order, and providing commentary on each of the pitches.
One of the pitches he remembers quite vividly he described as “similar to Tinder, but for
artists and entrepreneurs.” It is a collaboration that connects artists and entrepreneurs
with the same interests.
The event has been set up for the past
two months, but the interest for it was not
fueled until about a month ago. Next year,
LaunchLU hopes to have more attention
and participants. Sfairopoulos says that
LaunchLU gives Lawrentians “the opportunity to voice out their entrepreneurial
ideas and get a hands on experience of what
pitching feels like and getting professional
feedback from experts who have been working in entrepreneurship for a good amount
of years.”
Seniors Chelsey Choy and Zach Martin
are the co-presidents of LUCIE and were
in charge of setting up the event along

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Special Feature: Tim Carrigg
Wendell Leafstedt
Staff Writer

_________________________

Lilith
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_______________________

As I left Harper Hall this
past Saturday, May 21, I was
filled with hope and moved
immensely by the performance
I had just witnessed—hope
for new music, for it being
heard, for more acceptance
and openness to new music in
the community. What instilled
this strong sense of hope was
the culmination of the musical
events I have seen this year,
but mainly Lilith, an ensemble
that premiered new music that
dealt with many issues that are
not often reflected in the stiff
concert hall.
With recitals and releases
from groups such as Levels
and Slipstream, I have begun
to see a push towards much
more new music in the tradition-heavy concert halls at
Lawrence. Despite its progressiveness, many involved with
the
Conservatory—myself
included—have criticized the
lack of emphasis on new music.
Levels and Slipstream—both
groups I have covered and have
had many conversations with
outside of journalism—have
challenged this lack of emphasis by focusing on commissioning works from up-and-coming composers that deal with
improvisation and a blending
of genres, techniques and practices. While it has been incredible to see groups push the
Conservatory in this direction,
Lilith’s performance stood out
in a unique way, brandishing its
own power.
The reason Lilith stood
in contrast to so many of the
norms and traditions in the
Conservatory and classical
music in general was because it
was in fact the senior recital—
but not advertised as such—
of soprano vocalist Margaret
McNeal, yet wildly different
from any other vocal recital.
Typically, a vocal recital will
consist of art songs, opera
excerpts and maybe a couple
of show tunes, usually all
accompanied by a pianist. But
McNeal—with the combined
effort of her ensemble, their
coaches and various other collaborators—put on a multimedium performance that
showcased talents of several
artists, not just herself, in
untraditional and powerful
ways.
With McNeal singing,
senior Jon Hanrahan on piano,
senior Kyle Stalsberg on viola,
senior Dylan Younger on clarinet and Dan Reifsteck ’15 on
percussion, Lilith came together naturally with unified goals
and sentiments. For the ensemble, playing music that not only
was comfortable for them to
share but also brought forward
issues that warranted further
discussion was essential. “This
whole year, I’ve been really try-

ing to figure out how to align
my artistic practice with my
values,” McNeal shared with
me. Because of this inner conflict, she led a lot of the artistic direction, born mostly from
struggles with her body and
a desire to bring issues such
as body relationships, gender
and feminism into a setting that
more often than not condones
sexism, objectification and
other musical and non-musical traditions that should be
changed.
With this performance,
McNeal and the rest of Lilith
not only challenged traditional
music and its subject matter,
but put on a beautiful and cohesive work of art that I am sure
will be talked about for years
after the current student performers graduate and are long
gone, inspiring others to go
down similar paths. The subject matter—all songs about
the body and similar issues—
was powerful, yes, but the way
it was conveyed through the
art of performance was crucial
to the overall intent of Lilith.
Using not just music but lighting, mirrors, movement and
projected visuals—done by
Mathias Reed ’15—as well, the
collaborative effort explored its
themes in a myriad of ways, all
of them resonating with me.
Throughout the hour-long
performance, I was focused like
I never had been before. The
anticipation I felt before the
first piece in the silence and the
dark was prolonged until the
end of the concert, when the
held applause erupted after a
long moment of silence. Never
before had I felt an audience
hold their breath, stunned like
that, at a recital before—possibly even any concert in general.
This silence was even more
impressive as the audience was
huge—Harper was nearly full. I
felt paralyzed and could barely
write notes, something I also
have not encountered. Usually
I can write at least a few words
for each piece followed by
some final thoughts, but Lilith’s
performance left me with
only four notes, albiet a head
full of thoughts and a heart
full of emotions. It was overwhelming at many moments,
and this concert made me get
the chills the most times yet
from art in such a short duration. Strangely, while I did not
connect to many of the issues
relating to the body, I felt distinctly emotional—experiencing opposing feelings at once,
but even while writing this
meditation a couple days after
the event, I still cannot figure
out what I felt despite it being
amazingly strong and resonating.
I am elated to be able to
cover this performance in my
last column of the term. I wish
all of Lilith’s members and col-

See page 9

If you have paid attention to jazz and jazz composers
on campus, you already know
about supersenior Tim Carrigg.
Performances of his compositions
in recent years have attracted
large audiences. His demonstrable
passion and perpetual good cheer
have always motivated other conservatory musicians. This school
year was his last at Lawrence, and
he has done his best to make the
most of it.
Carrigg studies composition
with an emphasis on jazz and jazz
piano performance. His instructors, Lecturer of Music Patricia
Darling and Lecturer of Music
Bill Carrothers, have pushed him
every day to work hard and try
new things. They were instrumental in planning and coordinating
his senior composition recital.
About Darling, Tim said he does
not “know any other teacher as
willing to get on the floor and
string cables.”
In April, Carrigg won his second DownBeat Magazine Student
Music Award. His piece “Namaste”
earned him the 2016 winner’s
spot in the “Best Original Large
Ensemble Composition” category.
It is rare for a student to win two
DownBeat awards, especially consecutively. Excitement about this
achievement helped Carrigg prepare for his composition recital

in May.
Carrigg’s senior composition
recital took place on May 14 in the
Esch Hurvis room in the Warch
Campus Center. It was a huge production, complete with complicated audio and lighting setups. Over
the course of an hour, Carrigg’s
jazz ensemble of 18 Lawrence
musicians played four of his newest pieces. The musical style was
a blend of jazz, rock and hip-hop
that kept people nodding along.
Carrigg’s ensemble consisted of some of his oldest friends
and some new ones. In the
rhythm section, there was Jack
Lussenden ‘15 on percussion,
junior Jakob Heinemann on bass
and junior Sam Genualdi on guitar.
Additionally on stage, there were
14 string players and Carrigg
himself, who played keyboard
and managed sound effects on his
computer.
Each piece had its own flavor.
“Cell Tower Blinks Red” was a calm
take on an emergency situation;
electronic beeps, ambient noise
and recordings of disaster warnings played on Carrigg’s computer
at various points. Following that,
Carrigg performed a solo improvisation on his keyboard.
Next, “Bruh…” featured an
old-style hip hop groove that
showed off the ensemble’s rhythm
section. “Golden Visions,” the first
piece the group learned, had a
groovy, seaside feel—at one point,
the string section was prompted
to make seagull call glissando

sound effects. The last selection,
“Towards the Surface,” was the
final and most difficult piece performed. Complex five-againstfour cross-rhythms and constant
meter changes kept the musicians
on their toes.
The performance location
and atmosphere was important
to Carrigg. Many professors and
students helped him set up the
Esch Hurvis room so that it would
be just right. A complicated audio
system ensured that the musical
balance would be perfect, and
computer-operated colored lights
changed with the compositions’
moods. The Warch Campus Center
tech crew spent many hours setting up the space. Senior Zach
Ben-Amots worked on a video
recording that Carrigg will feature
online later. “We chose to focus on
getting a really good live experience,” said Carrigg.
So many people were
involved in last Saturday’s recital, from those who performed to
those who made it run smoothly
behind the scenes. Carrigg also
invested many months of work
on his compositions, and it was
thrilling to see it all come together
on one night.
Next year, Carrigg will attend
the University of Oregon, where
he will study jazz composition.
His goal is to start a student band
with whom he can improvise and
perform.

on causes” instead of following the course of fate. The royal
household along with Admetos,
played by senior Matt Johnson,
filed onstage and were overcome
with grief as Alcestis bid farewell
to her family before she gave up
her life. Death, played by freshman Ming Montgomery, entered
the stage from the steps of the
amphitheater, wearing dark sunglasses and a black leather jacket—a modern touch to the ancient
play. Representing Admetos’ fate
and calling Alcestis to the underworld, Death proclaimed, “[F]ate
is fate—when everything is too
late then Admetos will understand.” King Admetos watched as
his wife was taken away by Death
and pleaded with her to pray, hoping that praising the gods might
change their minds about his fate.
In lamenting the lost queen,
the chorus—played by freshmen
Mia Delasho and Callie Ochs and
senior Sara Nordin—portrayed
the Fates in Greek mythology. As
they sang, they stretched out a
ball of yarn in front of the audience to represent the life of
Alcestis, saying that she “welcomed death when she welcomed
life.” This classical interlude added
tragic elements to the production,
and provided audience interaction when the chorus ascended
the steps of the outdoor theatre to
unravel the yarn.
The chorus and the servants
of the household joined in the
somber tune as Admetos knelt by
the altar to bless Alcestis. When
Pheres, played by sophomore
Peter Ericksen, entered the stage,

the audience saw how Admetos’
character changed when he
was confronted by his father. As
Pheres brought gifts to the altar,
Admetos grew angry, saying that
no gift was more precious than
his dead wife. The chorus told the
audience that Admetos was trying to free himself from grief and
hostility towards his father, but
the scene ended with Admetos
cursing Pheres and wishing that
his parents “ceas[ed] to exist.”
Amidst the sadness of King
Admetos and the royal court,
the second act was greeted with
comedic relief as Heracles, played
by junior Jacob Dalton, entered
the stage. Again, Apollo came
onstage, telling the audience that
“any mortal would think twice”
about letting a god enter the
house of Admetos in the time of
grief. However, Admetos, a talisman and good luck charm of
Thessaly, welcomed the new guest
inside. Unaware that the king
mourned his wife’s recent death,
Dalton was portrayed as Admetos’
drunken houseguest, demanding
entertainment and disregarding
the black dress and scarves the
household and servants were
wearing. There was laughter when
freshman Annie Dillon, playing
Admetos’ head servant, came
onstage and told the audience that
Heracles was the “weirdest and
worst guest.” Heracles, dressed
in dark sunglasses and a black
leather jacket, came staggering
out carrying a bottle of wine and
told the servants to act out his

Euripides’ “Alcestis” premieres
in Wriston amphitheater
Emma Arnesen
Staff Writer

_________________________

This past weekend, students,
family, friends and a dog gathered
along the steps of the Wriston Art
Center’s outdoor amphitheater
to see Euripides’ ancient Greek
tragedy “Alcestis.” An independent
student-run theatre company,
Prescribed Escape Productions
(PEP), performed three showings
throughout Saturday, May 21 and
Sunday, May 22. The play was first
presented circa 438 B.C., so the
open-air Wriston amphitheater
provided a nice setting for the
performances with considerable
use of the space and the feeling of
attending a real-live production in
Ancient Greece.
Since its first presentation,
“Alcestis” has seen 24 theatrical and 23 operatic adaptations.
The play holds both tragic and
comedic elements and follows the
story of Apollo, who is sent to
serve the mortal king Admetos,
who is fated to die. When the
king’s wife Alcestis volunteers to
take his place, the audience is left
to ponder questions of mortality,
responsibility, fate and the relationship between mortals and the
gods.
The first act opened with
Apollo, portrayed by junior Kyle
Labak, who also served as the narrator and introduced the audience
to the house of King Admetos.
With guitar in hand, Apollo sang to
the audience of Zeus, “a great and
jealous god,” and of the truth that
“eyes [are] too narrowly trained

See page 9
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:
ABIGAIL KOSBERG

Emma Arnesen
Staff Writer

_________________________

Every year, Lawrence hosts
the Senior Arts Majors Exhibition
in the Wriston Art Center to
showcase artwork and projects
by senior studio art majors. This
year the exhibition will be from
May 27 through June 3 in the
Leech, Hoffmaster and Kohler
Galleries.
Art history, German and studio art triple-major and senior
Abigail Kosberg will have some
of her artwork featured in the
galleries. Surprisingly, it was not
until her junior year that she
considered adding studio art to
her other two majors. Kosberg
stated, “I started off to be a[n] art
history major and then I think
the German and studio art kind
of just fell into place.”
The Department of Art &
Art History has been a place of
inspiration for Kosberg. “I love
how we just have some really
fantastic faculty who are just
really invested in the students
and work really hard to get you
where you want to be,” Kosberg
mentioned. “They’re willing to

Matitude

continued from page 3
façade. I wear the patched up jacket
and the big black boots. The main
difference is that now I understand
that it doesn’t matter if I spike up
my hair in a Mohawk or scowl in

Meditations

continued from page 8
laborators the best of luck in their
future endeavors. Words cannot
express the hope, happiness and
excitement I have for not only the
future of music at Lawrence, but
the future of music in the world as
well—largely thanks to Lilith.
Lilith will be releasing an
album of the five works they performed—four commissions and
one pre-existing piece for their

“Alcestis”

continued from page 8
twelve labors. In this humorous
and lighthearted part of the play,
Dalton did a convincing job of
portraying the self-confident and
strong demigod, running around
and prompting laughter from the
audience as he fought monsters—
namely the Nemean Lion, Hydra
and Minotaur.
Using the steps of the amphitheatre and railings on the Wriston
Art Center building for the fight
scenes, the audience looked up as
Heracles wrestled Death. The chorus comforted Admetos, who was
still in mourning, until Heracles
descended from the steps and
presented a veiled Alcestis to the
king. Admetos was in disbelief

do independent studies with you
if you don’t jive with the curriculum…[and] they’re willing
to push you into other things.”
Kosberg noted the department’s
willingness to help and flexibility
when she went abroad twice her
junior year.
In Fall Term of her junior
year, Kosberg had the opportunity to visit Germany and then
London, where she had an internship at the Rebecca Hossack Art
Gallery. “I would kind of help
[Hossack] with restoring artwork, selling things, setting up
art fairs, creating list documents
of buyers [and] I got to sit in
and run the gallery for events at
some times,” Kosberg recounted.
Alongside the internship,
Kosberg has had other gallery
experience as the current director and curator for the Rabbit
Gallery, a Lawrence student-run
“pop-up” gallery. It is a space
for students and local artists to
showcase their work in a professional setting, creating a shared
space between the Lawrence and
Appleton communities. Kosberg
mentioned that she hopes to
work more in museums, but
working in gallery curating and

photos. Punk is something more.
Punk is who you are when nobody
is looking.
And as I lay in bed with a big
ol’ cow stuffed animal as a pillow
and a teddy bear that my mom got
me because I was sad, I know in my
heart that I am the most punk rock
person in the world.
instrumentation—midsummer
2016. Keep on the lookout for
updates from any of the members’
Facebook pages.

Spainish

continued from page 3
spare as she boarded the flight and
finagled her way into the window
seat, comforted by the monotonous
voice of the pre-flight safety demonstration.

that his wife had been brought
back from the underworld, so the
chorus reminded the audience to
always honor guests, and the royal
family and servants were seen
embracing their loving queen.
All the actors joined onstage
for a closing song and dance as
Apollo sang a farewell song to the
audience with his guitar. Musical
instruments such as a clarinet,
ukulele, tambourine, drums and
a shaker were played as the act
closed and let the audience satisfied with the happy ending.
Despite being a tragedy, “Alcestis”
provided humorous interjections
and character comedic relief, and
the performances’ three showings
proved to be a perfect outdoor
study break from final exams.

helping with sets and displays
is important experience to have.
“Honestly, [you need a] Ph.D.
to do anything with curatorial
stuff, so I’m just trying to build
up experience for that now,” she
said.
Kosberg shared the recent
opening of the Rabbit Gallery’s
new location on College Avenue.
“[W]e had a fantastic opening…
the biggest we have had—we had
over 250 people come through.
We had a lot of fantastic artwork, and we liked doing great
fundraising. I think the space is
really cool this year.” The Rabbit
Gallery had its grand opening on
May 16 and is now located at 10
E. College Ave.
With only a couple weeks
left until graduation, Kosberg
looks forward to the senior art
exhibition where she will be displaying unique pieces combining both painting and embroidery. Kosberg explained how she
paints her portraits and then
places them on patterned fabrics,
adding embroidery, words and
other color on top of the pattern
and original painting. Working
with intricate details, she shared
that she wants her work to be

Photo by Veronica Bella

interactive for viewers and to
be seen at a close-up level. “I
think mostly I want people to get
up close and look at [artwork]
because they all have text to it,
but it’s all very hidden text so
you have to get up very very
close, just kind of look at the
texture of the fabric to see what
I’ve written with it and what I’ve
added to it,” Kosberg explained.
Life after Lawrence for
Kosberg involves attending the
University of Georgia for a grad-

uate program in art history in
hopes of one day becoming a
curator. For aspiring artists at
Lawrence, Kosberg recommends
to “just get involved as soon as
possible with [art], because for
me, I thought I didn’t want to do
studio art at all. I thought it was
just like kind of a hobby, but the
faculty honestly is so fantastic
that I wish I had gotten involved
in it earlier.”

Album Review

lacey’s
“apples”
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_______________________

I have known lacey—a
pseudonym for a friend who
makes DIY electronica and hip
hop—since middle school, and
in high school, he became one of
my best friends and a frequent
music comrade. We shared similar tastes, created music together
and both played trumpet. I heard
him develop his incredibly talented and keen ear, saw his passion for jazz grow and witnessed
his gradual annoyance for the
trumpet.
I saw him deal with his
on-and-off-again relationship,
drugs and alcohol and general
social anxiety. As we both went
to our respective colleges, I only
witnessed these things during
breaks. Through breaks, I learned
from him that he was playing
more jazz piano—a love he
began to feel during the second
half of high school—and doing
better, albeit still a bit depressed.
The effect creating music
was having on his psyche was
beautiful to see. Bogged down
by academics during high school,
he never seemed to have enough
time to focus on what really
made him happy, and with his
newfound time in college and

stronger desire to create, lacey
poured his emotions and inner
conflicts into his music, fusing
them with his love for melancholy hip-hop and some of the
things he was learning from jazz
piano.
Over the past several
months, he has been making
many recordings featuring jazzy
synths and auto-tuned vocals,
all autobiographical. This past
Friday, May 20, he released
his first album, “apples.” In its
twenty minutes, “apples” shares
with its listeners lacey’s troubles
and thoughts, which were only
known to me and to a few other
close friends prior to its release.
While I am not usually one for
slower, poppy hip-hop with autotuned vocals, this album drew me
in and gave me a lot of insight to
how my good friend was doing.
While he seems the same
when I talk to him, the album
shows lacey’s recognition of his
problems—he is still slightly
heartbroken and struggles with
smoking weed too much even
though he sees its negative effect
on him. The courage, however,
to tell his listeners these facts
and transform them into hauntingly beautiful music is remarkable and shows his growth as
a person and musician. Aside
from the personal connection I

have to “apples” and its creator,
I also learned to dig the music,
separate from its personal significance.
The soundscape and production lacey establishes with
the first track and continues for
the rest of the album is alluring
in a hypnotic way, and in general, the album has a lethargic,
dreamy feel. This feel is mixed
with lacey’s knowledge of jazz,
providing a unique sound to an
otherwise more run-of-the-mill
hip-hop album. With hip voicings and a loose, improvisational
feel to some moments, “apples”
is most definitely a poppy hip
hop album with elements of jazz
sneaking in.
At its first few listens,
“apples” may seem cheesy or
devoid of depth, but that will certainly change with an open ear
and compassion for its creator.
While very different from the
jams lacey and I have had together, I am happy to see him being
honest and creative through his
music.
Favorite tracks: “white
night,” “already gone,” “lovelace,”
and “forsaken.” You can hear
“apples” by lacey at <https://
soundcloud.com/nicholasansell-lacey/sets>.
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J-Board: Beholden to the Unknown
At Lawrence, there are two main judicial systems governing student life: Honor
Council, which deals with violations of the university’s academic Honor Code; and
Judicial Board, (J-Board) handling breaches of the Social Code. Both honor council
and J-Board are required to maintain a degree of secrecy to protect students’ privacy; however, a degree of transparency is also necessary. At present, J-Board is not
fufilling its responsibility of informing campus of its actions. The legislation governing J-Board requires that case results—with the identities of the involved parties
redacted—be published every term, but in recent years J-Board has failed to make
this information available.
Lawrence’s Judicial Board is a standing committee of LUCC, and is responsible for
the adjudication of violations of the Social Code. The student handbook contains more
information about the composition, procedures, jurisdiction and abilities of J-Board.
At the conclusion of a J-Board hearing, the board drafts a written statement to the
accused party. In the statement, the board outlines whether a breach of the Social
Code has occurred, and what sanctions, if any, are given by the board. This statement
is delivered to the involved parties at the conclusion of each case.
LUCC legislation requires that at the end of every academic term, J-Board must
submit the written statements of any hearings that have occurred to The Lawrentian
for publication. This is meant to balance the secrecy publication of the board’s
activities, and ensures that the campus community is made aware of the actions of
its judiciary system. Publication of J-Board’s records ensures that the board is held
accountable to the campus which it serves.
Many students on campus are unaware of J-Board’s activities and purpose, and
the current public relations practices of the board do not provide adequate information. Many J-Board posters with slogans such as “J-Board: We’re Not Honor Council”
are posted around campus, but addressing confusion relating to student-run judicial
bodies on campus does not inform students of their inner workings. This presents a
situation in which students who are aware of possible violations of the Social Code
may not know what resources to use to address them.
J-Board has failed to submit hearing information to The Lawrentian for the past
two years. J-Board is not acting in a transparent manner, and thus is not holding itself
accountable to campus. This is a disturbing breach in protocol, limiting community
vision into a judicial body with power over the entire Lawrence community, which in
turn hampers its usefulness to the very students it could help.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jonathan Rubin at jonathan.c.rubin@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

The Importance of Musical Improvisation
Jess Morgan

Op-Ed Editor Emeritus

_________________________

When I picked up my clarinet
for the first time in fourth grade,
it was like magic. By placing a
reed on a hand-me-down black
plastic tube with tarnished keys,
I was able to make some pretty
cool noises! However, after years
in band and orchestra, the joy of
playing my instrument got lost
around the time I was graduating high school. And it was not
until I started getting involved
with the Improvisational Group of
Lawrence University (IGLU) and
other groups that got me “off the
page” that I started to fall in love
with playing music again.
Although a contemporary
piece that utilized key clicks and
interesting extended techniques
during a visit day sparked my
interest in coming to Lawrence,
I immediately felt myself placed
into a box of what I needed to do
once I arrived. As a clarinetist, my
expectations in the Conservatory
seemed along the lines of: take
lessons, get into the best large
ensemble and perform technically
challenging pieces “in a musical
way” for your juries and recitals.
But part of me had already
grown tired of that setting. I knew
I was going to be playing with

great musicians, but had no interest in trying to become first chair,
or learning a piece until it was
“perfect.” I wanted to play music
that stretched me in new and
interesting ways.
Unfortunately, it had not
occurred to me until about my
junior year that there are other
options in the Conservatory outside of the described classical
music setting, no matter what
instrument or major you entered
Lawrence with. Which, looking
back, is absolutely outrageous
now that I have discovered other
settings where I can play the clarinet, and even more outrageous
after I found spaces that I could
make music without my clarinet.
For instance, in Jazz
Workshop, you can literally bring
in any instrument and be welcomed into the ensemble if you
want to learn how to play chord
changes and improvise. No matter
what your music background is,
playing in Gamelan offers a way to
learn and approach a non-Western genre of music. Stopping in
on a Deep Listeners of Lawrence
University club meeting (DLLU)
provides for a great variety of listening and music-making experiences. Checking out SOL Studios
opens up opportunities to record
music and perhaps find students
to experiment with more popular
genres of music. And of course,

IGLU provides new approaches to
music and movement that have
the ability to advance the way you
think about music every single
term. The list goes on.
Everyone coming to the
Conservatory should be taking
advantage of these types of opportunities, and faculty members
should help inform their students
about their existence. Getting
yourself off the page and improvising does so much for your
playing that large ensembles and
chamber groups alone cannot.
Improvisation helps you to listen
in a completely different way and
expand your comfort zone.
When improvising, you also
immediately find out what your
strengths and weaknesses are.
The exposing feeling of not having
music to play helps you to become
more in tune with what you do
and do not know about your own
playing. For instance, I thought I
knew my scales way better than I
actually did before I started practicing jazz improvisation.
Improvisation is a truly creative art form. I have gained a
much greater appreciation for
classical music since coming to
the Conservatory and learning
about its history, however, performing it can be limiting. To me,
playing early classical music feels

See page 12
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Thoughts on
group housing
decisions made had margins of at
least two or three votes, meaning
Danny Davis
that one person’s ulterior motives
Operations Manager Emeritus could have unlikely rivaled the
___________________________
strength of the entire committee.
However, it was evident that
Consider for a moment what
the layout of our campus would there was no safeguard against
look like if the group houses were such a situation happening. The
selected by our administrators makeup of the council, which
and deans rather than the stu- included residential life memdents. This is a theoretical exer- bers, formal house residents and
cise. Group living has been placed students at large, was a pitiful
more firmly in the hands of the attempt to control for biases.
student body than ever, a deci- Because of size and proximsion that has its own merits and ity, collusion is a real and dangerdrawbacks. As a former member ous threat to established formal
of the Formal Group Housing groups that meet and exceed the
Selection committee, I witnessed expectations on the application
and participated in the way the process. I learned that I do not
group living—and consequently trust the Lawrence student body
the social layout of this campus— to look solely at a formal group’s
is determined incrementally each application.
Nowhere was this more evispring. After witnessing a housing
selection system that was mostly dent in conversations that took
determined by students, I have place regarding Swing House both
come to believe that there are on the selection committee last
some drawbacks that should be year, and in the recent staff editoconsidered, and that counter- rial of The Lawrentian. In both disintuitively, an administration- cussions, Swing House has been
selected system may actually be accused of slithering through the
more fair and beneficial to the application process with minimal effort and blatant dishonesty.
campus climate.
My own experiences on the We know in reality that Swing
housing selection committee House does meet the criteria for
were eye-opening. I was able to a formal group house. The counwitness a process that is secre- cil voted away Swing House’s
tive and remarkably influential on three-year contract not because
our campus climate. I can per- their application was inadequate,
sonally attest that I was a biased but because their reputation was
voter. In fact, everybody on the inadequate, and despite continuhousing selection committee was ally advertising their events and
a biased voter. The small campus making attempts to reach out to
and student body make for fast- campus, we have deemed their
travelling information—rather living experience a failure because
that information is fact, fiction we chose, as a committee and as
or speculation. Therefore, each of a student body, to alienate ourour decisions were made based selves from Swing House.
The selection committee has
on what we thought was best for
the campus, but also based on the less to do with the application
process so much as it has to do
way we perceived campus.
Additionally, several contro- with reputability. It is wise to not
versial applications and issues worry about how other’s perceive
weighed during discussion forced you, but when it literally does
members of the housing selec- matter how others perceive you,
tion committee into making dif- formal group houses suddenly
ficult choices. On one applica- have to focus on not the frequency,
tion, Associate Dean of Students productivity, and success of their
for Campus Life Amy Uecke and outreach and philanthropy, but
Vice President of Student Affairs whether everybody else thinks
Nancy Truesdell instructed us not they are doing a good job or not.
to consider high-profile contro- How are we supposed to build a
versial incidents surrounding a community if we are constantly
particular formal group. But how, pitted against each other for surin such close proximity, could vival? How can we have amicable
one not consider that informa- relationships with other formal
tion when examining that group’s groups if, through perfectly rational self-interest, that they prefer
application?
I suspect that there were not their own survival to ours?
I believe that a student-run
only structural biases that could
not be removed, but there were housing selection committee cremembers of the housing selec- ates a system that is competitive
tion committee who indicated in the wrong ways, especially
that they had come in with a spe- when the idea of turnover is discific set of agendas regarding the cussed as if it is a positive thing.
housing policy. These agendas Recalibrating the housing syswent beyond just a general opin- tem to increase turnover encourion of how housing should have ages disingenuous philanthropic
proceeded. These were individu- efforts as well as cheap and frivoals who were on the committee to lous campus outreach events, and
vote on specific houses that they quantifies diversity in a way that,
had some personal connection to. rather than building communiMy suspicions are based on ties, atomizes them. Formal group
my own experiences. Admittedly houses that struggle with leadas a member of the housing selec- ership and motivated residents
tion committee, I entered the two scramble to game the system and
housing selection meetings last skim by without real positive conspring with opinions on three spe- tributions to campus. In the end, it
cific existing formal group houses is surviving that becomes a formal
and their claims to certain group group’s main priority, not thriving.
Over the last four years, I
houses. However, there were no
swing votes that fell down to my
See page 12
individual decision. Many of the
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Cannes Has Failed Us Again
Henry Dykstal

Columnist

_________________________

The Cannes Film Festival is
the most prestigious film event
in the world, and often the most
frustrating. Closed to the public
with only celebrities and critics in
attendance, Cannes is also home
to an absurd dress code where
men must wear laced black shoes
and at least a suit, and women
must wear heels, no flats. Cannes
is also and infamous for its juries,
which are not a singular voting
bloc, but a rotating cast of directors, writers, actors and celebrities, all of whom have different
opinions and bestow prizes only
based on their personal preference. This frequently means the
most-liked films by critics are
usually not the ones that win. The
last three years of Cannes, with
this year’s ceremony just wrapping up Sunday, May 22, have
been especially trying for the festival in terms of prestige, with
three unremarkable films taking
the top prize, the Golden Palme.
2014 was a weak year in general, with Nuri Bilge Ceylan’s
“Winter Sleep” taking the Palme
without any real competition
except from Olivier Assayas’
“Clouds of Sils Maria,” which now
is considered among his best,
though it was not at the time,
the inexplicable win of Jaques
Audiard’s “Deephan” the next
year, even though there were at
least five films considered better
than it at the festival. It was seen
as a compromise pick by pretty
much all involved. But this year?
This year hurts, for a number of
reasons.
To be straightforward, here’s
what happened. Like here in
America with #OscarsSoWhite,
Cannes has famously had a problem admitting women into the
Competition for the Palme. Head
programmer Thierry Fremaux,
who decides what films get shown
as part of the Competition, has
blamed this on the fact that financiers do not give women directors
the same platform as their male
counterparts, so he is picking the
best of what he can until men and
women get equal funding and submit in equal amounts. Combine
that with his refusal to let anyone who has had major attention at Cannes go into any of the
lesser categories like Uncertain
Regard, you have a system that
generally feels like women cannot win. In fact, they cannot. Jane
Campion, for “The Piano” has only
won the Palme once, and that
was a tie. With dismal results for
women directors in recent years,
it seemed like a woman who could
win the Palme solo was not going
to come for a long time.
This year, however, was supposed to be different. Three
women out of 21, high by Cannes

standards, had gotten into competition, and while Nicole Garcia
for “In the Land of the Moon” had
a dismal showing this year with
her film, the remaining two had
done very well. Andrea Arnold’s
“American Honey,” while divisive
among critics as any film that
features Shia LaBeouf dancing to
Rihanna on a checkout counter
would be, surely, had its champions.
The one everyone was rooting for was Maren Ade. The first
woman director from Germany
to make it into Competition, her
film “Toni Erdmann,” about a
father who tries to restore his
adult daughter’s sense of humor
through a series of surreal pranks,
was considered by all critics not
just to be the best film at the festival, but the best film to screen
there since Leos Carax’s jaw-droppingly nuts “Holy Motors” four
years ago. It received immensely high notices, and Ade, who is
considered one of the best young
directors in the world and had
her place as a future classic all but
cemented here, was seen as the
shoo in to win if not the Palme, at
least one award.
And she got nothing. Not a
single peep. It would be one thing
if she lost to some of the other
stupendous films that screened,
including Alain Guiraudie’s
“Staying
Vertical,”
Kleber
Mendoca Filho’s Aquarius, or Paul
Verehoven’s Elle. Even I, an elitist who hates when Americans
win things, would have been more
than fine with American indie
titan Jim Jarmusch winning for his
Adam Driver-starring, bus driving
poet story “Paterson”—come on,
who does not want to see Kylo Ren
write poetry! Also, Jeff Nichols
winning for his interracial marriage drama “Loving”—speaking
of which, expect that to be a major
Oscar player in a few months—triumphing over “Ade.” But instead
the Cannes jury, led by Mad Max
director George Miller, went with
the safest possible choice in Ken
Loach’s “I, Daniel Blake.”
To be fair, Loach is probably
the best director in the history
of Ireland, a committed hard-left
socialist whose dramas including
the amazing, life-changing “Kes”
have not only moved people but
enacted major societal examination in the UK in terms of legislation and politics. But he is
almost 80, he has been talking
about retiring for years, and he
already has a Palme for “The Wind
that Shakes the Barley,” a film
that, while not amazing, is still a
much more deserving choice. It is
incredibly hard to win the Palme
once, let alone twice, and to give
it to the oldest of the old guard
at the festival speaks not only to
the politics of Cannes but their
refusal to acknowledge the future
of cinema.
Well, they did do that with
the Grand Prix—essentially sec-

ond place at the festival—but
how they did it was controversial to say the least. Rather than
give it to “Drive” maestro and all
around maniac Nicolas Winding
Refn for “The Neon Demon” or
“Oldboy” evil genius Park ChanWook for “The Handmaiden,” they
chose instead to give it to Xavier
Dolan, perhaps one of the most
controversial directors at work
today. This is not because of his
work—incredibly shrill melodramas about mommy issues is the
typical way to sum up his work,
though he has his defenders—but
his age. Dolan, a former child star,
is only 27, and has made several
films before this one, famously
making his debut as a director
at 19 with “I Killed My Mother,”
a film he wrote when he was 16.
Dolan also directed Adele’s “Hello”
music video. But his latest film,
“It’s Only the End of the World,”
is widely regarded far and away
as his worst, the film equivalent
to a teenager imagining how sad
everyone would be if he died. You
think I am joking. I am not, that
is actually the plot of the movie,
albeit put in a very mean way.
Combined with having several
meltdowns during the press junket where he personally insulted
a few critics, as well as rumors
about how awful he was when he
was on the Cannes jury last year
has resulted in Dolan’s reputation
tanking. Time will tell if his first
American film “The Death and Life
of John F. Donovan” starring Kit
Harrington, Jessica Chastain and
Adele—among others—will put
him back on the right track.
To be fair though, it was not
a total loss, namely because “A
Separation” director Asghar
Farhadi picked up two awards for
his newest film “The Salesman”
winning Best Screenplay and Best
Actor. When most films winners
typically only get one award, this
is a major sign of confidence, and
proof that sometimes even great
art can be recognized. Combined
with the fact that the movie considered far and away the worst of
the festival, Sean Penn’s Doctors
Without Borders romance—no,
seriously! That’s actually what it
is about—“The Last Face,” which
got the worst reviews of the festival since Vincent Gallo premiered
“The Brown Bunny” over 12 years
go, got nothing at all, and will
not get distribution in America,
means at least some good taste
prevailed.
I am being overly mean. Cannes
has had its ups and downs, and
there is a good chance it will soon
get back to the highlight that was
2012 as early as next year. It just
would be nice, as in the case of
“Ade,” if they recognize greatness
when they saw it, instead of after
the fact as it looms on Best-ofthe-Decade lists in a few years.
At least it is coming to America.
Sometimes, life is not fair, but at
least we get to see good movies.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of
the students, faculty and community members who wrote
them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for
the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the
masthead.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor,

As a senior who cares deeply about the future of the
Conservatory, I would like to draw attention to the state of the
Conservatory for 2016-2017. Many studios are expecting very few
new students in the 2016 matriculating class. The Strings department—comprised of the Violin, Viola, Cello, and Bass studios—is, all
told, expecting nine total new students this fall, with violin and viola
expecting a paltry one student each. A few other studios that were
already struggling to cover parts in large ensembles, particularly in
the Brass department, are also expecting as few as one new student
per studio.
These low matriculation numbers are a disastrous failure of
recruitment and miscalculation of admitted student yield, and their
effects will ripple for years. Many people are involved in recruiting
new students or deciding how many to accept: Admissions staff,
Conservatory administration, studio professors, student workers
and hosts, and others. I am unsure of what exactly went wrong, but
I hope that those parties carefully reexamine their recruitment and
admissions practices—Lawrence cannot afford another year like
this.

We should take this opportunity to consider what may have
swayed prospective students’ decisions, particularly in the departments with low numbers. Students in one brass studio met and
auditioned for a professor who is retiring, not their future teacher.
Any string player majoring in performance must play in Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra (LSO) every term, yet we have not had a
tenure-track conductor since 2014. LSO was once seen as the most
“prestigious” instrumental ensemble for wind players like me; in
my own experience rehearsing and performing with LSO this year,
it was a monumental disappointment and waste of students’ time,
talents and collective potential.
The Conservatory is an integral part of Lawrence’s identity, and
the Orchestra—which joins strings, brass, woodwinds, percussion
and occasionally voice and keyboard—should be at the heart of the
Conservatory. I am cautiously optimistic about LSO’s future leadership, but clearly more work needs to be done to ensure that we even
have an orchestra in the coming years.
Alex Damisch ‘16

To the Editor,

I’d like to address The Lawrentian’s editorial from this past
issue. Although I agree with some of the opinions discussed, others
seemed to be poorly informed. I agree that the initial rejection of
the Anchor Loft application seemed unjustified, and that this year’s
process should have been more transparent. With regards to Gay
Lesbian or Whatever (GLOW), Greenfire and Sinfonia, I also value
our campus’s music scene and safe spaces. However, Greenfire and
Sinfonia will still be able to host events in the lofts, although I too
wish Sabin House and 221 N. Union St. were not going to be converted to administrative space. GLOW did not reapply for a house
because the group felt that their current dynamics would not contribute to the safe space they would want the house to be, according
to GLOW president and freshman Jasper Olsen.

What really bothered me, though, was the extensive and unfair
critique of Swing Dance House. Contrary to the editorial’s assertions, club events do primarily take place in the house basement,
including three weeknight lessons and most Friday dances. Other
groups, including Cabaret and Melee, frequently use the space as
well. In addition, I am not sure why the editorial board feels they
can call Swing an “email list house” as I don’t believe that any editorial board members were involved in selecting the house roster. As
with other houses, this is a carefully considered process based on
applicant interest in club activities. However, the editorial board is
correct in mentioning the value of Swing as a substance-free space.
Even as a resident who does drink, I appreciate Swing’s sponsorship
of substance-free events. This community might be very different
from others on the quad, but I believe that difference is necessary
and promotes inclusivity, rather than preventing it.
Ultimately, please be careful when laying blame for an outcome
you do not like; there were multiple factors that informed this year’s
housing decisions. I understand that an editorial is subjective, but
I still expect that the opinions would be both better-informed and
more respectfully expressed.
Morgan Edwards-Fligner ‘17
Swing Dance House
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Improvisation
continued from page 10

more like studying than creating.
While valuable, after a song has
been played so many times the
same way, at some level it feels
like the type of regurgitation that
happens on a test. After playing
someone else’s song all the time,
it feels so freeing to ask yourself
“what is my song? What types of
sounds do I want to play? Where
do I hear this melody going next?”
I understand that there are
lots of things that people say you

Housing

continued from page 10
have seen a campus climate that
has grown more hostile and atomized with time. Over the years,
our campus has witnessed several
controversial moments in Formal
Group House history, including
several well established houses
losing their theme or formal group
houses. In the end, there may be
no other solution but to return
much of the housing power back
into the hands of our deans and
administrators, perhaps through
veto powers or a complete lack
of student involvement altogether.
I truly believe, however, that
our peers are less qualified than
ever to make educated, fair decisions about each other’s future
living arrangements, and that the
cycle of atomization and competition has left us less satisfied with
the housing arrangements than
ever. I hope that in the future,
temperatures will fall, and we
will notice the poison that has
seeped into the walls of our residence halls, classrooms and quad
houses.

“I have no idea!”
—Augie Groeschel
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“My understanding is that it’s
some kind of a judiciary board.”
—Elias Hubbard

Members of
the Associated
Collegiate
Press
should do during college and
add to your schedule in order to
“become more well-rounded” and
fully embrace the college experience. Of course it is impossible to
do absolutely everything during
our time at Lawrence. However,
I think if you skip out on taking some time to improvise, you
will be missing out on something
more than just “become more well
rounded.” Before I started improvising, I felt that I could call myself
a clarinetist, but now I can more
confidently call myself a musician.
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